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CULTURE, TOURISM, EUROPE AND EXTERNAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
 
CALL FOR VIEWS ON THE IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON SCOTLAND’S 
CULTURE AND TOURISM SECTORS 

SUBMISSION FROM ONFIFE (FIFE CULTURAL TRUST) 
 
Introduction 

 
ONFife operates 42 high quality cultural venues across Fife including theatres, 
libraries, museums, galleries, and archives, delivering the public service elements 
of these services on behalf of Fife council. We deliver on Fife’s Cultural Strategy 
and we create pioneering initiatives that tackle poverty and inequality, and boost 
health, wellbeing, literacy, and employment prospects. We also run Fife’s school 
library service, two mobile libraries and a much loved mobile museum. ONFife is a 
registered charity. Every penny we make through our trading and income 
generation activities is invested straight back into top-quality creative, 
entertainment and learning opportunities for the whole community. Our mission is 
to keep the doors to inspiration open to everyone and so we also put on special 
relaxed performances, captioned film- screenings, and shows tailored for people 
living with dementia, people with profound learning disabilities, and young children. 
Our libraries run Bookbug sessions in British Sign Language, Gaelic, and Scots. 
80% of our services are free to access, while our theatre shows are all priced for 
accessibility, and carers go free to every show. 

 
Our response highlights some of the particular risks faced by our organisation in 
continuing to deliver cultural services to Fife’s communities. We are a member of 
Community Leisure UK, and our Chief Executive, Heather Stuart, is a member of 
the Executive Committee for Scotland of that national organisation. We fully 
support the submission also made to the Committee by Community Leisure UK on 
behalf of all of its members. 

 
ONFife Response 

 
ONFife has responded well to the challenging circumstances we find ourselves in 
two months into lockdown. Having initially taken timely and proactive decisions 
about closure of facilities and remote working, and having put in place an 
impressive covid creative programme to continue to deliver inspiring experiences 
to our customers, as well as supporting our people, our attention is now firmly 
focused on the future and scenario planning for a currently uncertain set of 
external circumstances and requirements. We are fully committed with our Board 
and with Fife Council to develop a plan for the long term sustainability and success 
of the organisation that takes us through and beyond lockdown. 

 
We are working to develop a high performing financially sustainable business that 
re- imagines what we do, where we do it, and how we do it, taking account of 
recent creative and operational innovations within the business, and developing an 
organisation that responds and leads in the ‘new normal’. There are a number of 
changes in recent ways of working which we have developed, including the use of 
technology and a greater application of it, meaning that there are a number of 
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lessons that we can learn from and opportunities that we can create for our future 
operation 
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and development. We are keen to capitalise on these to the benefit of our people and 
the business. 

 
As part of this forward planning process, we continue to ensure that all financial 
outgoings are minimised, while any opportunities for funding or income generation are 
maximised, and we are progressing a range of business improvement measures which 
will improve our efficiency and effectiveness as an organisation. This includes looking 
at the future shape of our staffing structure and the scope of our services, and ensuring 
these are flexible enough to respond to what remains a very fluid situation in public 
health terms, and also in relation to the financial position of the business. 

 
In making our plans we have engaged with staff from the outset, and we are clear our 
approach will be a planned one which puts the safety of our staff and customers first 
and is also flexible enough to respond to further guidance and advice over the coming 
weeks. This includes appropriate availability and application of health and hygiene 
procedures and equipment, social distancing and venue suitability and adaptations, 
staff availability and suitability for working with the public, and risk management. We 
are clear that we will not resume services or open any of our venues partially or in full 
until we are satisfied that all health and safety measures are appropriate, our staff are 
appropriately trained, and re-inducted effectively into the workplace, and an 
appropriate level of service can be sustained, along with required staffing levels. 

 
We are also liaising with Fife Council about re-opening in terms of where, how, and 
when, to ensure a co-ordinated approach and also an approach which looks holistically 
at public service provision within geographical communities regarding culture, 
community, and creative experiences and services, to ensure that this is delivered as 
safely and effectively as possible. 

 
Financial Impact 

 
Our most pressing concern remains the financial position for the organisation with an 
overall financial gap in the region of £1m. We have not received funding from the 
Third Sector Resilience Fund due to our legal structure as an Arm’s Length External 
Organisation (ALEO) and our associated financial position, and initially were ineligible 
for business focused grants due to our Non Domestic Rates Relief as a charity. There 
is a feeling that there is a real danger that organisations such as ours, which make an 
essential contribution to cultural life in our communities across Scotland, are in danger 
of falling between the cracks in relation to support being made available by both 
Scottish and UK Governments. Fife Council has been helpful in allowing an element 
of our management fee to be drawn forward to help with immediate cashflow and 
financial pressures, but every action has a consequence, in this case an increased 
VAT liability, and is only of help in the short term. A long term sustainable plan is still 
to be found and we are working with the local authority and our Board to develop that. 
We have also recently submitted an application to the Pivotal Enterprise Resilience 
Fund but have not heard of the outcome of this as yet. 

 
All staff eligible for furlough have been moved onto the Coronavirus Job Retention 
Scheme, however Trade Unions and terms and conditions considerations have 
required us to ensure that we top up the balance of this payment, ie 20% plus ensuring 
full employer national insurance and super annual contributions, which total 
approximately a further 43% contribution in all. We also require to continue to pay all 
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casual staff across the organisation in line with guidance issued by the Convention of 
Scottish Local Authorities (COSLA). This was an unanticipated additional cost given 
these staff are only ever brought in when venues are open and operating. 

 
In line with many similar organisations, we have submitted a notifiable event to the 
Office of the Scottish Charities Regulator (OSCR) to advise of potential significant 
financial losses in line with the requirements of our charitable status. 

 
We have taken the following actions to do what we can at our own hand to address 
the financial pressures associated with covid-19. We have: 

 
✓ Engaged with all programmed shows and events to look at rescheduling rather 

than cancelling 
✓ Called all customers to offer rebooking, gift voucher, or refund 
✓ Focused on retaining earned income and minimising impact on cashflow 

wherever possible 
✓ Halted any unnecessary spend 
✓ Re-negotiated third party contracts 
✓ Ended all agency contracts, paused recruitment, reviewed temporary contracts, 

and stopped casual work 
✓ Deferred our VAT payment 
✓ Halted on all spending in trading and running down of stock where possible 
✓ Applied for all external funding sources available (there are few available that 

we are eligible for which help with the core funding gap, as opposed to fund 
specific project related spend) 

 
We also have a detailed savings strategy in place to look to close the existing and 
continually expanding funding gap which we are facing, and continue to make a case 
to our insurers regarding business continuity cover and an associated claim. We are 
actively developing diversification strategies for our trading activities, but opportunities 
here are limited for obvious reasons given ongoing public health related restrictions 
on indoor and large gatherings, and the nature of our business. 

 
We have a detailed and flexible plan for re-opening which reflects the current phased 
approach of the Scottish Government, but this means that our income earning services 
are unlikely to be able to open in any form for several months yet, and it is our 
judgement that this means that we will be unable to make programming of theatres in 
particular viable until next spring at the earliest, and in line with many other theatre 
companies, have now formalised our planning on this basis. This increases the 
financial pressure on the organisation significantly. We will of course be opening as 
many of our public services, initially library service provision in some form over the 
coming weeks, and, in due course, looking to make some museums, galleries, and 
archives services available in line with national guidance thereafter. 

 
None of this will help with the financial pressures we are currently facing, and in fact 
will absorb significant managerial capacity in ensuring that we can progress our re- 
opening strategy appropriately and safely. 

 
Our theatre doors, and our main source of income generation through box office 
receipts, and associated bar, catering, and retail opportunities, will therefore remain 
closed with the programme now fully rescheduled until spring 2021. 
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Pivoting of our Business 
 
Despite these challenges, we have developed a well-received covid creative 
programme #ShineOnFife. Our #OnFife cares work stream has made wellbeing 
phone calls to 2500 of our most vulnerable customers including supporting them to 
continue to access our services in alternative ways. Our LibrarYAY work stream for 
children and families has attracted nearly 2000 followers and our digital libraries online 
offer has membership exceeding 500. Our library memberships have also increased 
significantly since lockdown. We have Facebook engagement of over 100,000 marking 
an increase in engagement of 137% with an increase on 221% on this time last year, 
so we are adapting effectively as an organisation and to the needs of our customers 
and communities. 

 
We will continue, therefore, to provide an essential service to our communities during 
lockdown and beyond, but are doing so under the significant pressure of ensuring that 
we are able to sustain our services and our organisation in the medium to longer term 
in order to continue to be able to do this and to bring back all of our services, including 
re-opening our theatres and delivering larger scale indoor and outdoor activities as 
this becomes possible. The real concern is that we cannot sustain ourselves financially 
to the point where we are again able to do this. 

 
We are realistic and understand that we need to develop a ‘new normal’ which will 
build on the lessons learnt and achievements during lockdown regarding our covid 
creative programme, and we will inevitably be a leaner organisation in the future. 
However, the key requirement currently is to ensure that organisations like ourselves 
are supported to find long term sustainability in order that these crucial cultural 
services and experiences, which will be increasingly needed by our communities in 
recovering from lockdown and building a new future, are able to come back into being 
in due course and are not lost forever. 

 
Summary of Key Issues for Cultural Trusts 

 
Whilst we appreciate that both the UK and Scottish Governments have been seeking 
to support organisations affected by Covid-19, it is clear that cultural Trusts are falling 
through the gaps in funding. Work by Community Leisure UK identified that 55% are 
not eligible for Government led support, with 10% being declined. Significantly, 60% 
of members are not eligible for either Business Support Grants or Grants from National 
Agencies. The key pillar of support is the Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme, and it 
is crucial that this is able to support members as long as social distancing remains in 
place. Only those Trusts with any trading activity are eligible for applications for the 
Pivotal Enterprise Resilience Fund, but given the package of services being delivered, 
the case for this funding is particularly challenging to make. 

 
There is therefore a significant threat to cultural services being delivered through 
charitable trusts as services may be missing out on support and facing increased 
financial challenges simply as a result of the model of delivery. There is an urgent 
need for care and ownership of cultural services and facilities at a political level, 
seeking to protect and support these services regardless of the delivery model. 

 
Cultural Trusts are in fact in these circumstances victims of their own success, with a 
far greater reliance on income through trading, as has been encouraged to make 
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cultural services more sustainable, and which has now entirely stopped since the 
closure of facilities. The resulting gap between income and expenditure is therefore 
increased, with additional support urgently needed to close this gap and ensure these 
organisations are able to remain solvent. 

 
It should be noted that, in the context of cultural services, it is only the large scale 
events, activities and live events and performances which have enough income 
generation potential for re-investing in sustaining free of charge public services. It is 
unlikely that any such activities will now be happening, particularly in relation to 
theatres, given viability constraints, until spring of next year. The financial pressure is 
therefore immediate and significant. There are real fears that the theatre and events 
offer, in particular alongside hospitality and tourism benefits delivered, will not 
survive this crisis without specific support. Theatres across the UK are already 
closing their doors on a permanent basis as a result. 

 

The lack of understanding of how the charitable trust model works is at the root of 
some of the financial risks and gaps in funding support. There is a perception that 
charitable trusts are cash rich, with significant cash reserves and local authority 
support. However, the reality is that for most trusts, their reserves are largely 
restricted, and tied to specific projects or programmes, and thus are not available to 
use in support of the costs of the organisation, and they do not contribute to the bottom 
line financial sustainability of the organisations. In addition, if a trust is obliged to 
exhaust its reserves before receiving any financial support from its local authority 
partner, this poses a severe risk for the future sustainability of the organisation as it 
will have no safety net for any future needs, including the funding of potential 
redundancies. 

 
Local authorities are key partners for charitable trusts and pay a management fee to 
support the delivery of services. Some, like ONFife, have indicated that they are 
receiving positive communication and support, predominantly in the form of advances 
on management payments where these are paid in instalments throughout the year. 
However, this is again a short-term solution, as the significant risk for our members is 
during the recovery period as they reopen and seek to rebuild their businesses, when 
they will have potentially exhausted their full year’s management fee leaving a 
significant financial gap to be filled to ensure long term sustainability at a time when 
public health measure could impact detrimentally most if not all income generating 
activities. Undoubtedly, therefore, this will result in a reduction in the scope and nature 
of services delivered and venues operated, in order to address this gap and ensure 
sustainability of services and the trusts themselves. The fact that these trusts are 
companies and charities with boards of directors with very real legal and financial 
duties and responsibilities to the organisations will mean that these are issues which 
must be resolved in order to avoid potential wrongful trading situations in relation to 
technical insolvency for the directors and trustees involved. 

 
There is no doubt that local authorities will be heavily burdened by the costs of Covid- 
19 and it is essential that they are adequately resourced and supported by Scottish 
Government in order to function effectively and to be able to support their delivery 
partners. We strongly recommend that there is ring fenced funding available to local 
authorities specifically for the delivery of cultural services in recognition of the specific 
challenges set out in this submission. 
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The impact of Covid-19 has pressurised charitable trusts financially but also, 
importantly, in terms of their ability to deliver impact as per their governing documents. 
Their ability to deliver impact is supported by the founding financial principle behind 
the trust model - cross-subsidy. They utilise and reinvest the profit from those services 
e.g. box office income, bar, catering, and retail profits, to cross subsidise non-profit 
generating activities; and to reinvest the profit to enable subsidised or free access for 
communities in most need of opportunities for engagement. 

 
If cultural trusts are unable to remain solvent it is clear that there will be irrecoverable 
losses in key cultural services including: 

 
➢ theatres, which provide high quality theatre performances through to 

community productions; 
➢ libraries, which are community hubs where dementia groups meet, and enable 

internet access for those who need it; 
➢ museums and galleries – where local and national heritage is celebrated and 

transformational cultural experiences occur – these places in particular will be 
critical in future as we make sense as a nation of the post covid-19 world 

➢ essential places and services that offer lifelines for isolated and potentially 
lonely individuals, providing safe places to meet and engage in their community. 

 
Requests for Support 

 
As members of Community Leisure UK, we have inputted to the specific request for 
support in relation to cultural services and Trusts and our ask is consistent with 
these. In summary, they are: 

 
Deferral of VAT Payments 

 
While the deferral of VAT payments has been welcomed, this will not provide any 
real support for members in the long-term as it will still be required to be paid. With 
an anticipated recovery period of 18-24 months, this is simply pushing the issue 
further down the line, at a time when organisations will still be financially 
vulnerable. A temporary removal of VAT payments would relieve this burden off of 
members’ shoulders in the short and medium term. This is particularly important 
given that it constrains the financial sustainability option of advances of management 
fee by increasing the VAT liability if advances are drawn into financial periods where 
management fee has already been drawn down. This could be crippling for Trusts in 
either scenario. 

 
Deferral of Capping of Non Domestic Rates Relief 

 
As reopening services post Covid will see a redesign of services in many areas, a 
deferral of capping of NDR payments would enable discussions around 
rationalisation and co-location of services to take place without being constrained by 
a fear of unintentionally increasing NDR, or not being able to access NDR in order to 
reshape local services in a way which is most cost efficient, effective and best meets 
local needs including increased co-location and integration of public services. This is 
a particular issue as a result of the legislation introduced after the Barclay review, 
with further relief benefit offset to councils to mitigate against future ALEO relief 
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expansion where every local authority now has a cap on NDR. Equally, the potential 
for local authorities to release some assets from their portfolio in order to develop 
others is likely to be significantly constrained for some time given the economic 
impact of covid-19 on future development and financial confidence and availability of 
investment capacity. This means that it will be extremely difficult to manage the NDR 
cap in a way which will allow the right decisions to be made for local communities in 
relation to the location and nature of services provided. 

 
Extension of CJRS support or Equivalent 

 
Many cultural services will begin reopening during phase 3 and phase 4, thus the 
likelihood is that many of those facilities and services will not be open when the current 
Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme ends in October. This will significantly impact on 
the viability of these services and their staff, putting numerous jobs at immediate risk 
where it is not possible to return to work. We request the Government’s continued 
support through the CJRS whilst social distancing measures are in place. This will help 
ensure that once leisure and cultural facilities and services re-open, they are financially 
supported whilst revenue levels rebuild. It should be noted that many trusts, even 
where they have accessed the CJRS support, are, in order to keep trade unions on 
side, topping up to 100% of earnings, and the full superannuation contributions, given 
that most if not all staff in trusts have TUPE transferred across from local authorities. 
The guidance from COSLA which means that casual staff are also continuing to get 
paid, despite venues not being open, based on an average of previous earnings, has 
also brought an additional and unanticipated financial pressure. 

 
Recognition of the Specific Situation for ALEO’s delivering Cultural Services 

 
It feels that charities, societies and CICs are not being given equal opportunities for 
support; more financial support has gone to profit-distributing organisations, e.g. 100% 
business rate relief, grant support from local authorities, etc. 

 
There needs to be a commitment to properly financing and resourcing cultural services 
to enable them to both survive and thrive. Communities will need access to these 
services and experiences more than ever before, in order to make sense of the 
unprecedented experience that we have had and continue to have with the pandemic, 
and also to access key community level advice and support with the practical 
challenges post lockdown as well, particularly those most vulnerable. With the 
development of the Scottish Government’s cultural strategy, there has been 
recognition of the importance of culture across a range of portfolio areas and there 
must be consideration of how to fully embrace this and work to protect and future-proof 
the sector to ensure that its value and contribution in Scotland are not lost. 

 
It is rightly recognised that the culture sector will evolve and never return to the same 
as before the current pandemic. New and innovative approaches, largely embracing 
digital technology, have been implemented to engage customers whilst services are 
closed and trusts continue to be bold and ambitious in re-imagining these services for 
the future. There is a need for support around digital skills and training for the sector, 
but equally resources and funding to provide hardware for organisations to use. 

 
As we progress towards reopening and recovery, instilling public confidence in 
returning to using services is vital, but equally managing expectations around the 
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speed of reopening is essential, as is understanding that cultural services are not 
homogenous and include key public services such as libraries and all that they deliver, 
through to theatres and live events and performances, all of which will require to be 
delivered in fundamentally different ways for the foreseeable future. We request 
engagement with the sector to coordinate messaging and to avoid any potential 
backlash or mixed messaging, which would damage the sector as a whole. As ONFife 
we would welcome the opportunity to provide any further information to the committee 
which would be useful as part of this important enquiry. 


